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processor to sophisticated methods of encryption
based on hardware or software implementation.

ABSTRACT
The growing concern of various entities with the
confidentiality of the data ultimately fostered the
development of tools for data protection at various
levels, from a simple password protection on a word
processor to sophisticated methods of encryption
based on hardware or software implementation.
On the one hand such a feature, if operating
perfectly aligned to security guidelines, provides the
user privacy in its activities, on the other hand it is
clear that in case of unlawful behavior, for law
enforcement agents, this functionality introduces
another obstacle for data acquisition towards
evidence gathering.
This study aims to present a different and little
explored approach to access information inside
containers encrypted through the usage of Truecrypt
software.
The proposed methodology proved that, in certain
circumstances, a Truecrypt container presents a
technical and operational vulnerability ignored by
business and IT professionals, in clear violation of
the basic functional requirement of this feature.

KEYWORDS

This study aims to present a different and little
explored approach to break containers encrypted
through the usage of Truecrypt software.
The promise of the developers regarding the
operation of this feature is to prevent unauthorized
access on information recorded in a Truecrypt
container.
On the one hand such a feature, if operating
perfectly aligned to security guidelines, provides the
user privacy in its activities, on the other hand it is
clear that in case of unlawful behavior, for law
enforcement agents, this functionality introduces
another obstacle for data acquisition towards
evidence gathering during an investigation.
The Truecrypt is a multi-platform cryptographic tool
very popular among IT professionals and
consequently
largely
adopted
in
various
governmental and business ventures.
Depending of the circumstances, data protection is
equivalent to protecting assets, reputation and in
some cases even philosophical and physical
freedom.
In this context, the assessment of functional
correctness of the tool is of paramount importance.
Thus, this paper is structured in the following topics:

Encryption,
Confidentiality,
forensics, Truecrypt.
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Data

security,

INTRODUCTION

The growing concern of various entities with the
confidentiality of the data ultimately fostered the
development of tools for data protection at various
levels, from a simple password protection on a word
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Related work, where other researches and
methodological treatment related to these paper
topics are discussed.
Presentation of Truecrypt, where the software
features are described as provided by its developers.
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Presentation of the vulnerable user profile, which
describes the characteristics of potentially vulnerable
users.
Testing Methodology, which presents the
methodology of tests applied in order to acquire
sensitive information.
Results and discussion, which presents the results
obtained by the tests adopted and discusses the
treatment presented for those results.
Finally, follow the conclusions and references used.

2

RELATED WORK

On the discussion of Block Ciphers, [1] classifies
the possible attacks attempts based on the data that
an attacker can procure:
 Ciphertext-only attack, where an attacker
has access only to ciphered information.
 Know plaintext attack, where an attacker
has access to plaintext messages and its
ciphered counterparts.
 Chosen plaintext attack: where the
attacker chooses a specific set of plaintext
messages and is able to acquire its
ciphered counterparts.
 Adaptively chosen plaintext attack: where
an attacker chooses the plaintext
messages based on the cipher result of the
previous chosen plaintext message.
 Chosen ciphertext attacks: where an
attacker chooses different ciphered
messages and is able to acquire its
deciphered counterparts.
Furthermore, [2] divides possible attacks in two
categories:
 Practical attacks, that focus on
implementation and usage issues.
 Theoretical attacks, that focus on the
mathematical aspects of the chosen cipher
algorithms.
Proposing a methodology to evaluate a given
system security, [3] presents the attack tree, a
structure that describes a system security using
different attack possibilities as parameters. It also
gives an example attack tree on the PGP e-mail
security software:
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Figure 1 - Attack Tree Against PGP. Source: [3]
SCHNEIER, 1999.

As the author pointed, the previous attack
tree can easily be extended to include more attack
formats.
Although the tree is based on PGP, it could
easily fit the TrueCrypt software. Besides that, on
the previous example, one possible inclusion
under item 1 of the tree could be item 1.3 –
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“Exploit software implementation weakness”.
This kind of attack would, through the active
exploitation of the software design issues or
vulnerabilities, lead to full message decryption.
Under [1] and [2] classification system, proposed
attack 1.3 would be a ciphertext-only and
practical instead of theoretical. This paper
methodology is based on this attack type.

It is a known fact that the choice of professionals
who provide technical support to a large portion of
politicians, businessmen and professionals from
various sectors is done by concepts that exclude
technical competence, which is replace by degree of
confidence. In extreme cases, this leads to
recruitment of unprepared employers, unable to
provide the correct solutions to technological
problems.

3

Such behavior has the potential to create security
holes that can be exploited by both criminals and the
police.

PRESENTATION OF TRUECRYPT

For the presentation, we took the liberty of
reproducing some words from the developers:
“TrueCrypt is software for establishing and
maintaining an on-the-fly-encrypted volume (data
storage device). On-the-fly encryption means that
data is automatically encrypted right before it is
saved and decrypted right after it is loaded, without
any user intervention. No data stored on an
encrypted volume can be read (decrypted) without
using the correct password/keyfile(s) or correct
encryption keys. Entire file system is encrypted (e.g.
file names, folder names, contents of every file, free
space, meta data, etc).”[4]
Recognized worldwide and with much acceptance
among IT professionals, this free software is used
both by individuals and by various governmental and
business ventures concerned with the confidentiality
of their data.
The Federal Police of Brazil in partnership with the
FBI tried for more than one year to break the
cryptographic code files generated by Truecrypt and
seized in an investigation of bank fraud with
international repercussions. The National Institute of
Criminology (INC) using the most advanced
techniques could not decode the passwords of those
files. The Brazilian government also announced that
there are no legal instruments that could be used to
force developers to reverse the code and give free
access to the information.[5]
This famous legal case with high visibility was
presented by the software developers as a proof of
the software importance, with the message that
neither the Brazilian Federal Police nor the FBI
managed to break the security of Truecrypt.

4

VULNERABLE USER PROFILE
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Together with technical ineptitude, unlawful and
unethical behavior are also causes of data security
breaches.
A large Brazilian oil company reported that the theft
of equipment containing sensitive information about
the discovery of new oil wells affected the value of
its shares negotiated on the stock market. [6]
A survey by the Ponemon Institute presents
interesting and alarming data on the damage caused
to businesses, where the theft of a laptop can cost up
to $ 115,000 in strategic information loss.
The same survey shows that the encryption
significantly reduces the cost of the theft: while the
theft of a machine with unencrypted HD costs U.S.
$ 56,165, one that was encrypted presents the loss of
U.S. $ 37,443 [7]
The risk of infiltration by criminal elements in
business and in their own governments makes the
population vulnerable to manipulation and loss of
confidential data.
Both businesses and governments are subject to such
infiltration. Criminal organizations are allocating
their representatives in strategic positions for the
purpose of illicitly obtaining precious inside
information. Criminals go so far as to sponsor people
in their studies to fulfill this goal. [8] [9].
A report in ComputerWorld magazine's website has
attracted attention by bringing up actual cases of IT
professionals very well placed in large and reputable
companies, using their positions of trust to commit
crimes. This report also presents research, which
suggests that one in three IT, professionals spy
systems of the company and his colleagues,
accessing data such as contracts, wages, emails, and
other strategic information. [10]
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5

METHODOLOGY FOR TESTING

When testing a security feature, it is necessary to
define the functional requirements of the same, and
the profile of the attacker that will try to disable or
override this feature.
In this work, we start from the methodological
framework presented by [11] for the construction of
the following methodological model:
The profile of the attacker assumes that it has access
to the user's Truecrypt container at two different
times. When it was first created and after the user
stored valuable information on it and changed its
password.

Figure 3 - Creation of container

As the focus is to evaluate the functionality of
password protection of a Truecrypt container, other
aspects such as the type of encryption used and the
use of full protection of the disk will not be
addressed in this work.
Furthermore, this paper focuses on extracting data in
the container used to access the user confidential
information without access to the password of the
container and without the use of a password cracking
software (pure brute force or dictionary attack).
For the tests performed, we used the following tools
and software. A notebook equipped with Intel ©
Pentium © Dual Core with 3.0 GB of memory.

Figure 4 – Choosing file name.

Truecrypt 7.1 software released on feb/07/2012
downloaded
from
http://www.truecrypt.org/downloads on 20/04/2013
and PERL programming language.
The tests were conducted as follows:
With Truecrypt installed, we created a container with
size of 292KB, AES encryption with SHA-512 hash
algorithm.

Figure 5 – Choosing encryption schemes

Figure 2 - Creation of container.
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We ask you kindly to participate anonymously in a
survey about the security offered by the data
encryption program Truecrypt.
If you accept it, we guarantee the confidentiality of
your participation and ask that you open the attached
file in your Truecrypt program; the password for
access is 123.

Figure 6 - Selecting the file size.

Record in this container some information that only
you know and change the password of the container
to a complex password of your choosing and
resubmit the container for us.
By agreeing to participate in the research you agree
with our attempt to locate and access the information
added to the container.”
We limited to this research to the first 6 valid
received files.
The following procedure was applied to the received
containers:
To validate the files, we attempted to access the
container using the default password 123. In cases
where this password was accepted, the file was
immediately discarded.

Figure 7 – Choosing password. The container was
created with password equal to 123.

If the password 123 was rejected the file went to the
sample set.
The files received and included in the sample set are
listed below.
Table 1 - Files validated and stored in the sample set

Figure 8 - Formatting container.

This container was sent to several people with
different profiles, entrepreneurs, researchers,
politicians and other professionals with the following
text:
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Dat
a
file

eae6a29442b290f3f9f2b668d955435a
b2c1b4a0a5c07edfe94143283f98968d
7fb2155000da28c4967043e46559e168
a6f94e886dba0e39234ed1a7f034b0f5
5d8d383377906bd0390e79cdef5b55c5
b3ff511739ee282528a960695352ee77
4af8e8b12093c4ea8da0ae9fbf9ed8eb

D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D0

Note the addition of the file identified as D0,
which is the original empty file sent to all
participants.

6
“Dear Sir,

Files

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The hypothesis to be tested emerged from the
analysis of the hex code of a file created by
Truecrypt and the comparison of the hex code of the
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same file after executing the procedure to change the
user's password to access the container.
Since this preliminary analysis showed that the
container did not change, unlike the header, which
presented obvious changes, the possibility of
manipulating the Truecrypt file to access the
container without access to the current user's
password in case of possession of one previous valid
header with known password was tested.
To assess this, the original header was saved and
later merged to the TrueCrypt container after it went
through the password change.
To manipulate the files we applied the following
code written in Perl.
# Fernando Pompeo Amatte
# 07/abr/2013
#! / usr / bin / perl
file1 = $ $ argv [0];
$ file2 = $ ARGV [1];
$ source = $ ARGV [2];
$ size = $ ARGV [3];
open (FILE, "$ file1");
binmode FILE;
open (QRA, "> $ file2");
binmode QRA;
seek ARQ, $ origin, 1;
read ARQ, $ buffer, $ size;
QRA print $ buffer;
close (FILE);
close (QRA);

This code is capable of removing specific sections
of a binary file and write the removed data in an
indicated file.
Table 2 - Archives before the merge procedure.
File
Header
Data
A1
A1header
A1data
A1C A1Cheader A1Cdata

The merge of the files was accomplished by using
the PERL code previously presented and resulted in
the following files:
Table 3 - Files after the merge procedure.
File
Header
Data
NA1
A1header A1Cdata
NA1C A1Cheader A1data

The result was the ability to open both files, using
the passwords referenced by the headers. Access to
A1data was allowed using the password stored in
A1Cheader, and access to A1Cdata was possible
using the password stored in A1header.
The same method was applied to files returned by
our collaborators, performed by the application of
the following commands:
REM Extract header from D0 to H0
perl pedaco.pl D0 H0 0512
Resulting
file:
163ed3c23f65cadab78c409ef8bb2f5b
REM Extract data from D1 to OD1
perl pedaco.pl D1 OD1 512 299008
Resulting
file:
96e0fbef4764293681f814b1c2fb00a1
REM UNION H0 + OD1 INTO ND1
type H0> ND1
type OD1 ND1 >>
Resulting
file:
875a17624f0760af55c4e8bf89b08fec
REM Extract date from D2 to OD2
perl pedaco.pl D2 OD2 512 299008
Resulting
file:
408698d4fdf30d94738e67ed1be26c3b
REM UNION H0 + OD2 INTO ND2
type H0> ND2
OD2 type ND2 >>
Resulting
file:
ad53ae3632d67121e1a5b150ae4c61c4
REM Extract date from D3 to OD3
perl pedaco.pl D3 OD3 512 299008
Resulting
file:
f04c0b0043e80fa2b552c5f30dcf4548
REM UNION H0 + OD3 INTO ND3
type H0> ND3
type OD3 ND3 >>
Resulting
file:
f0cf30d25732c2da008e028bbba896ae
REM Extract data from D4 to OD4
perl pedaco.pl D4 OD4 512 299008
Resulting
file:
c7225987bc6f96fc271c1428162773e6
REM OD4 INTO UNION H0 + ND4
type H0> ND4
type ND4 OD4 >>
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Resulting
1941df3165b4f32ca6358ffbaed2900b

file:

REM Extract data from D5 to OD5
perl pedaco.pl D5 OD5 512 299008
Resulting
file:
8bd72c5d36e171a99b040b2064ca4949
REM OD5 INTO UNION H0 + ND5
type H0> ND5
type ND5 OD5 >>
Resulting
f89678fd88896e24a401b997393a7603
REM UNION H0 + OD6 INTO ND6
type H0> ND6
type ND6 OD6 >>
Resulting
a426886834cc9a6aa7923998f7807ba3

file:

file:

Table 4 - Files received from collaborators merged
with the original header (H0).
Result files
Data
Header
file
file
875a17624f0760af55c4e8bf89b08fec
ad53ae3632d67121e1a5b150ae4c61c4
f0cf30d25732c2da008e028bbba896ae
1941df3165b4f32ca6358ffbaed2900b
f89678fd88896e24a401b997393a7603
a426886834cc9a6aa7923998f7807ba3

D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6

H0
H0
H0
H0
H0
H0

We have not implemented any 'backdoor' in
TrueCrypt (and will never implement any even if
asked to do so by a government agency), because it
would defeat the purpose of the software. TrueCrypt
does not allow decryption of data without knowing
the correct password or key. We cannot recover your
data because we do not know and cannot determine
the password you chose or the key you generated
using TrueCrypt. The only way to recover your files
is to try to "crack" the password or the key, but it
could take thousands or millions of years...” [4].
Several internet websites guide users on how to
create and share a container on an internal network.
For this it is necessary that several people have
access to the file and password, further exposing
users because even after the departure of one of
these people in the company and the exchange of
passwords, the terminated employee will always
have access to the contents of the file by merging the
older header to the updated file.
The following images show the contents of some
files supposedly protected by Truecrypt that we
could access after the procedures discussed.

.
Figure 9 - Content of a file in D1.

After that, all the containers were opened in
Truecrypt with the original password 123.
It is important to note that this process is different
from the backup procedure and both the backup and
the password changes offered by Truecrypt force the
creation of a new encoding header.
It is possible to establish that a non-negligible
portion of Truecrypt users are vulnerable to this
procedure, since some of them do not have
sufficient technical knowledge to install this tool by
themselves and thus do this with the aid of others.
A report from BusinessWeek in Jan/2011 depicts
among other information that about 30% of help
desk calls refer to resetting passwords. [12].
The site of the developers of Truecrypt displays
information about the problem with password loss
and the constantly request by users of procedures to
reset it:

Figure 10 – Content of a file in D2

“I forgot my password – is there any way
('backdoor') to recover the files from my TrueCrypt
volume?
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password changes do not protect the given contents.
The same problem arises from backup headers
We consider that the program remains an important
tool, but the functional problem detected must be
officially documented (not only in the official
forum), given that it causes a profound change in
the policy of its usage.
Corporations who use this tool should update their
procedures related to the corporate security policy
in order to ensure that all internal users understand
the limitations presented.
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Figure 11 - Content of a file in D3.

Figure 12 - Content of a file in D5.
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CONCLUSION

The results obtained with the proposed methodology
show that sharing containers created by Truecrypt is
not a practice that can be validated as safe, since the
contents inside then can be obtained by anyone who
has access to the original header. Subsequent
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